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News from Thoroughbred Racing 
2001 - Predictions for Thoroughbred Racing 

 
The year 2000 was generally a stalemate for the sport or thoroughbred racing.  The tremendous advances 
in technology and simulcasting were often thwarted due to political and legal wrangling.  Attendance (live 
gate) at thoroughbred racetracks continue to decline, while the mutuel handle in many areas increased to 
record levels.  The NTRA, which was expected to govern the sport and help attract new fans, has been a 
controversial failure.  Television ratings continue to plummet for viewing of the sport’s most important 
events.  Expansion of casino/slot gambling has helped some tracks increase purses, yet at the same time 
siphons much of available gambling dollar away from horse racing.  Marketing of books, software and 
Internet services for horse players has dried up entirely and there is little hope of any newcomers suc-
ceeding at the business end of the sport.      
 
Have said all that, it could be projected that thoroughbred racing is in trouble for the coming months.  The 
year 2000 featured one of the strongest economies in American history and very low unemployment.  A 
pickup in fan interest and huge financial gains should have been expected for the sport of kings recently.  
Didn’t happen.  Now, the economy is sinking into recession, financial markets are falling and the word 
“layoff” is returning to the news every day, meaning higher unemployment is around the corner.   
 
Surprise – history shows us that troubled economic times do not effect the sport of thoroughbred racing as 
drastically as many of our other social institutions.  In fact there is some evidence that it helps.  I won’t 
bore you with a history lesson here, but during depressions, recessions, record unemployment and even 
the war years, horse racing has often thrived.  
 
During the depression of the 1930’s, all three southern California racetracks were under construction.  
Santa Anita, Hollywood Park and Del Mar were immediate successes from opening day and attracted 
huge crowds, media attention and gobs of wagering dollars from a public fed up with bad news.  World 
War II did cause some pauses to the racing during the first half of the 40’s decade, but the tracks were 
financially sound and remained successful throughout this period.  When I research the history of thor-
oughbred racing in America over the last 100 years, I am struck by its apparent immunity to the social and 
economic conditions in society.  People like to escape the real world and gambling on horses is a perfect 
outlet for doing that, even in the worst of times.           
 
Consider the problem of unemployment.  How many regular horse bettors have 9 to 5 jobs anyway?  
Most of us that play the horses full time are either retired, own a business, have a working spouse, or are 
self-sustained by successfully beating the races.  When I go to the track on a weekday, I don’t see too 
many players out there that I haven’t seen before – and very few of them have paycheck jobs.  Therefore 
unemployment does not effect the attendance or handle at racetracks.  In fact, it may improve attendance 
as the previously working race enthusiast can now attend daily.  PREDICTION:  Rising unemployment 
will have no effect on the health of thoroughbred racing or the mutuel handle at most tracks. 
 
What about stock market losses, reduction in investment capital, growing consumer debt and all the other 
signs of a down economic cycle?  One of the most ominous trends is the massacre of Internet commerce.  
Hundreds of popular Internet retailers and dot-coms are going belly-up; and the coming months portend 
an even worse picture for that industry as on-line advertising revenue dries up.  Won’t this financial de-
pletion leave bettors with less to wager?  PREDICTION: no change in pari-mutuel handle.  In fact, I be-
lieve the financial health of thoroughbred racing will increase as the economy worsens.  Horse betting is a 
cash business – much of the money flows from the so-called underground economy which is unaffected 
by downturns in the real economy.     
 
Continued on page 3. 
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Predictions for Thoroughbred Racing 2001 …continued 
 

Every year we see teams from the major sports moving to spectacular new facilities.  The NFL, NBA and 
NHL have spawned new franchises and many cities are begging the leagues to add a team to their town.  
Compare that situation with thoroughbred horse tracks.  Construction of new racetracks is almost non-
existent.  The last successful opening was LoneStar in Dallas, yet for every LoneStar there is an Atlantic 
City or Hialeah debacle.  Bay Meadows is probably going to close next year.  Other tracks are hanging on 
only because they added slot machine revenue.  PREDICTION:  Absolutely no expansion of thor-
oughbred racing in the coming year.  Construction of a new major track in the US or Canada is not going 
to happen.  Minor refurbishing of current facilities may be all we can hope for – and that isn’t saying 
much considering most of the major North American racetracks are more than 40 years old.       
 
The availability of Internet and televised wagering looked like salvation for a sport that was looking for 
new blood.  When YouBet launched it’s Internet betting service last year many thoroughbred industry 
analysts and horseplayers assumed we had entered a new era for the sport.  But last year YouBet took se-
vere damage from all sides.  Legally they were shut out of important states like California and their fate 
may ultimately rest with the US Congress where opposition to on-line gambling is growing.  The thor-
oughbred racetracks, always their own worst enemy, snubbed YouBet and resisted the idea of home wa-
gering.  Then there is the usual politics, greed and petty squabbling from an industry that knows how to 
destroy a good thing when it sees it.  PREDICTION: advances in technology, broadcast and the like will 
not carryover to horse racing in the near future.  Until laws are finalized and racetracks come together to 
make it clear what can be offered, no one will risk a financial disaster like YouBet or TV-G.  My guess is 
that one or both companies will be out of business in the coming year.  Racetracks continue to thwart 
growth of their product by restricting such things as live Internet broadcasts and at-home wagering.  This 
means that whatever you are doing now to bet the races, you will continue to do so for awhile despite 
technological advances in all other areas of public life.  
 
The moral and political climate for gambling expansion is in danger.  The election is over and a more 
conservative administration may find a willing partnership with Congress to crack down on many forms 
of gambling – particularly those that are not currently taxed (i.e. Internet casinos).  There are two con-
gressional bills worth watching; 1) a proposed federal law that would prohibit legal wagers on college 
sports.  2) Prohibition of on-line or Internet gambling.  The Kyl bill, or an amending of the Interstate Wire 
Act.  PREDICTION: both of these measures will pass and it will be a happy day for illegal bookies.  The 
consequences for horse racing could be hard to call in the short run, but probably minimal damage to the 
status quo for racetracks and bettors.  Once again though, these new limitations make it harder and harder 
for the thoroughbred sport to increase it’s audience.   
 
PREDICTION: The new business climate for handicapping services and products looks very dismal in 
the coming year.  The Internet has created an inexpensive and often free marketplace for all of the things 
that handicappers want – race data, software, daily entries and results, news, research materials, past-per-
formances, selections and even social interaction (message and chat boards).  It would be almost impossi-
ble these days for someone to begin an Internet handicapping retail business profitably, regardless of how 
promising and exciting the products may be.  This, in turn, stifles creativ ity in the marketplace and en-
trenches stale companies like BRIS and TrackMaster whom loathe any competition.    
 
Final Prediction: horseplayers are a durable bunch.  We have come to expect nothing in terms of cus-
tomer service improvements, improved media  coverage, lower takeouts or even the ability to watch and 
wager from our sofa or computer screen.  And most of us will get none of the above in 2001.  Yet in 
terms of the availability of horse races and wagering being conducted as it is now, and the financial health 
of the tracks and horsemen, things are going to be just fine.  
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News for Internet Users 
Internet Privacy for Idiots  

 
A few months ago, a conversation with Ron Tiller from HDW sparked my interest into the area of Inter-
net privacy.  During our chat I realized how little most us know about what is happening while we browse 
web sites, post messages or chat, buy products on-line or gamble or look at naked pictures.  I decided to 
research further.  A few Internet terms related to security begin this discussion. 
 
IP Address: the numbered locator that points to a web site.  The IP address for HTR download is:  
http://12.27.193.72/  and all web addresses have one.  When you type in a www.???.com into your Inter-
net browser, the IP address is found first – you can often see the number flashing at the bottom of the 
screen.  IP = Internet Protocol.   
 
Firewall: a barrier setup to protect your computer from outside intrusion.  Firewall software programs 
stop hackers from manipulating or stealing your computer’s files and information while you are on-line.  
Firewalls do not prevent others from snooping on your Internet habits while you are browsing the web 
however.  Networked computers setup for business and corporate usage require firewall security to pro-
tect themselves from thieves, hackers and snoopers.  If you are high-speed Internet user at home, a fire-
wall should also be installed, as your IP address is permanent and your Internet connection is constant.  
Note : if you want firewall protection - the best product out there is free - go to www.zonealarm.com.    
 
Hackers : clever individuals - usually young males - that enjoy the challenge of snooping into other peo-
ple’s computers.  Most hackers are harmless “joy riders”, but others want to steal, destroy or sabotage.  
The damage can be lasting and expensive.  Hacking is a minor worry for most home computer users.  The 
much larger threat is to your personal privacy through information gathering and profiling.  
 
Profiling: while you are browsing the Internet, there are thousands of automated systems in place that are 
keeping track of your every move.  Some sites even place "web bugs" or cookies on your system that 
monitor your browsing habits.  The cyber-spies keep track of the web pages you visit and for how long, 
which pictures you looked at and how long you ogled them, purchases you made and the products you 
bought, who you chatted with, messages you posted, whom you emailed, games you played, etc. etc. etc.  
Some ISP (Internet Service Providers) such as AOL are actively accumulating data on their users and 
logging all your on-line activities and web preferences.  They want to know everything about you with the 
primary objective as marketing and selling.  Unfortunately the privacy breach doesn’t end with consumer 
profiling – the government is now joining in the fun.   
 
Carnivore and Internet crawlers: if profiling isn’t enough to worry about, now the FBI is working with 
AOL and other large ISP’s in a massive Internet surveillance system, code named carnivore (how appro-
priate).  The FBI states that the purpose of carnivore  is to locate illegal and dangerous activities on the 
'net.  Every email and web correspondence is scoured by carnivore for potential criminal intent.  For ex-
ample: I write you an email that states “I think the Rams will bomb Washington this weekend and win the 
game by 30”.  The “bomb Washington” text could be intercepted by carnivore  and sent to a database for 
storage and further investigation.  My name may now appear as a potential terrorist!  Some ISP’s, most 
notably Earthlink , are fighting the installation of carnivore in court.   
 
At least the FBI admits the existence of carnivore.  Similar Internet crawlers are being used by dozens 
of other organizations and covert operators without public knowledge.  They may be looking to accumu-
late a private data bank for any number of reasons – everything from political dirty tricks to illegal mar-
keting and confidence schemes.  Fortunately there is a solution to this intrusion.  See page 5. 
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Internet Privacy for Idiots 
 

Solution to the Internet privacy problem: anonymous web browsing and software that protects your 
identity at all times is available for a fee.  Check these Internet sites for low-cost services that allow you 
to browse, chat and email on-line while completely undetected.   
 
www.freedom.net  (outstanding privacy software tool for under $50) 
www.anonymizer.com (very low cost anonymous web browsing) 
 
For a small purchase price from these sites you can download software or access a service that will allow 
you 100% privacy while on the Internet.  No one can trace your web history or log information on you.  
Crawlers and your ISP cannot detect your identity or trace your web activities.  Doesn’t this mean that 
terrorists, child pornographers and other criminals will take advantage of this service to cloak their activi-
ties.  Yes it does.  There is a price to pay for freedom and we either accept the consequences of that or 
allow tremendous intrusion into the personal lives of millions of honest people that use the Internet.   
 
FYI - unfortunately, providers such as AOL will not give in to this desire for privacy as their latest browser has pro-
gramming that thwarts the utilization of these products.  Internet Explorer (latest version 5.5) is your best bet for 
overall web utilization.  There are reports that the newest Netscape version 6.0 will not allow the java applet if you 
are downloading with the download cart to grab multiple files from the HTR subscriber site – the “hold your horses” 
screen gets stuck.       
 
There are two other Internet privacy issues that most folks seem to be aware of and needlessly concerned 
- credit card fraud and computer viruses.  Neither of these problems really affects most home users at 
all.  When you hand your credit card to a waiter at a restaurant it is far more vulnerable than if you make 
purchases on the Internet.  Most e-commerce sites have strict security measures in place to stop credit 
card fraud. 
 
Viruses are small coded executable programs or batch files that can be hidden in your computer without 
your knowledge.  They are silently passed around thorough email or attached to various files.  Some vi-
ruses can destroy your entire hard drive (rare) but many others do nothing except flash a picture or greet-
ing.  Viruses are usually directed at businesses and large corporate networks.  Very few home PC users 
need to worry about them.  In fact, virus detection software that is running in the background (shields) are 
far more likely to wreak havoc on your computer than the remote possibility that a virus will strike you.  
Virus hoaxes are ten times more common than the real threat.  Do you get those emails that say something 
like “warning – death virus alert…” – more than likely it is a fake.   
 
Solutions : (1) use a debit card attached to a checking account when making on-line purchases.  Keep only 
the approximate amount in the account needed to make the buy.  Theft is therefore impossible since no 
additional money can be withdrawn.  (2) every month or so, run a virus scan on your computer to ensure 
that nothing has penetrated your hard drive or email.  Update the virus software twice a year.  Do not use 
the virus software option in the ‘shield’ (always on) mode as this is a very common cause of software 
conflict and computer crashes. 
 
Final Thoughts.  The Internet is truly in its infancy – having been active on a large scale for only five 
years.  There are dozens of legal, moral and philosophical issues to sort out that are just now being dis-
cussed by people and governments.  Almost everyone agrees that we should have the right to privately 
correspond and view legal Internet content without others knowing about it or snooping on us.  But that is 
not the case at the moment as we are being watched, recorded, logged, profiled and eavesdropped while 
on the Internet.  If you are using AOL or any one of the free services such as HotMail or NetZero, expect 
that all your correspondence and web browsing is constantly being recorded and stored in their systems to 
help with marketing or to be sold to others who may have more poisonous intent.  Be careful out there.   
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Handicapping 
The Record at the Distance – Primer and Statistical Tests 

 
The record at the distance is a popular handicapping feature.  Most thoroughbreds seem to have a prefer-
ence of a particular distance and surface that fits their running style or physical capabilities.  The infor-
mation is provided by Equibase and disseminated to all their vendors in the same format.  Here are the 
basics. 
 
• The record at the distance as found in the money-box of Daily Racing Form past-performances is the 

same information you can find on screen (5) of HTR, and on all screens in the PRAT application.  I’ll 
print an example below.  This information is always listed in the horse header above the pp’s.    

 
• The record at the distance refers to the horse’s lifetime accounting of efforts at the exact distance and 

surface of today’s race.  There are a few notes to remember (1): some rarely run distances are lumped 
in with more common distances, such as 7.5f included with 7.0f.  (2): wet dirt races at the exact dirt 
distance are included in the tally.  Wet turf is likewise included for turf events.  But turf and dirt are 
never mixed together in the distance record.   

 
• The record at the distance is not track dependent.  Any racetrack is included in the record as long as 

the race was run at the distance of today’s race.  The record at the track is an entirely different set of 
numbers – possibly related - but does not necessarily reflect specific distance preferences.  Nowhere, 
to my knowledge, is there a publishing of the specific record at the track + distance together. 

 
Below is the fictional SeaShore and his record at the dis tance as it might appear in a past-performance 
listing.  Assume today’s distance is 6.5 furlongs on dirt.  SeaShore has run 9 times at 6.5 furlongs in his 
career and won once.  He finished 2nd and 3rd once each also.  His earnings for those 9 starts came to 
$35,000.  This money is reflective of efforts at 6.5 furlongs only.  From this information alone we cannot 
decipher whether SeaShore has run successfully at today’s track or whether his best efforts were in the 
mud or on a fast surface.  We could consult the track and wet records for help, or scour the past-perform-
ance lines for greater insight.   
 
SeaShore:    Distance (6.5f):  09  1-1-1   $35,000 
 
Is this a good record for SeaShore (win rate 11%) or just average for any horse?  
 
Now we understand the basics of the record at the distance, but what can we do with it in terms of handi-
capping an entire field?  Let’s add some more fictional race entrants and ask questions.   
 
MudSling:    Distance (6.5f):  00  0-0-0 
 
MudSling has never raced at this distance.  Assuming he is not a first timer, does this put him at a disad-
vantage to others that have competed at 6.5 furlongs previously? 
 
FastCat:    Distance (6.5f):  13  5-4-3 
 
Impressive, FastCat must love 6.5 furlongs, he is almost always in the money and wins at a high percent-
age.  Is he likely to win or hit the board today – regardless of other handicapping factors? 
 
RatCatch    Distance (6.5f):  7  0-0-1 
 
This guy hasn’t had much luck at 6.5 furlongs, but should he be a toss out based on this? 
 
One of the problems with handicapping from performance records is guessing exactly what constitutes a 
strong, weak or average set of numbers.  And with so many runners possibly having limited starts under 
today’s conditions, how do we evaluate and draw conclusions from the data.  Turn to page 7 and let’s be-
gin to analyze this information scientifically. 
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The Record at the Distance …continued 
 

Now we will go where no one has gone before in deciphering the record at the distance numbers.  All the 
tables in this report will list the Impact Value (I.V.) because it is a good indicator of relevance for the type 
of data we will be dealing with here.  The Impact Value is based on dividing the win percentage by the 
percentage of horse’s in the test population (qualifiers).  An Impact Value of 1.00 is normal and tells us 
nothing good or bad.  An impact value above 1.50 is significantly positive, and Impact Value below 0.75 
is significantly negative.  ROI is not a major issue here because the tables shown may apply to many 
horses in the same race.   
 
Here are the test parameters. 
1. Test races used were for older horses (3up) only.  Races restricted to younger horses (3yr or 2yr) have 

limited records at the distance.  Three-year-olds were included if they were entered in a 3up type race. 
 
2. No maiden races.  Maidens have never won and thus cannot establish a positive preference at any dis-

tance.  The record at the distance is not particularly applicable to maidens except in the negative. 
 
3. No wet rack races.  I don’t include wet track races in a study of distance preferences because the mud 

may be more indicative to the performance than the distance.  However, you should be aware that the 
record at the distance does include wet track races in the tabulation.     

 
I utilized a database of about 50,000 races from the last 365 days.   
 
Evaluating record at the distance requires a breakdown of the exact distance and surface used.  For this 
report I selected five popular distances that may attract the “horses for courses” we are looking to exam-
ine.  I purposely did not test 6.0 furlongs on dirt because nearly all North American thoroughbreds are 
exposed to this distance and the data may be overwhelming.  
 
There are three data tables for each distance.  I’ll use the 6.5f dirt charts to explain each individual chart 
with notes underneath.  The percentage columns should all add up to 100. 
 

Table 1 
6.5  furlong races / Starts at the Distance  /  Starts = Lifetime starts at 6.5-furlongs dirt only 
 

Starts        %Entrants         Race Win%         I.V.           ROI 
 

0               22%            20%           0.90         0.92 
1               18%            18%           1.00         0.72 
2 or 3          25%            26%           1.04         0.81 
4 or 5          14%            13%           1.07         0.71 
6 or more       21%            23%           1.06         0.88 

 
The question asked by this first table is - does experience matter?  At 6.5 furlongs on (fast) dirt, the per-
centage of horses you will encounter with various numbers of starts is listed.  For example: 22% of all 
starters at 6.5 dirt have never run a race at 6.5 before.  These virgin  6.5 horses win about 20% of the 6.5f 
races, holding their own with an impact value of 0.90.  Remember this chart deals with starts only – not 
wins.  Wins are covered in the next chart on page 8.  Experienced runners with 4 or more starts at this 
distance to not make a significant impact.   
 
Have we just proven that raw experience at 6.5f does not matter?  Probably – the runners with no previous 
experience at this distance do almost as well as those with 6 more starts, and even make more money 
(ROI).  Perhaps experience matters under different conditions.  It might, certainly most 6.5f entrants have 
come from 6.0f races and the transition might not be that difficult.  We’ll check the more difficult 7.0f 
races later in this report.  
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The Record at the Distance …6.5 Dirt 
Table 2 
6.5  furlong races / Wins at the Distance  /  Wins = Lifetime wins at 6.5-furlongs dirt  
 

Wins          %Entrants         Race Win%         I.V.           ROI 
 

0               63%            55%           0.87         0.77 
1               23%            24%           1.04         0.84 
2 or 3          11%            16%           1.45         1.01 
4 or more        3%             5%           1.67         0.66 

 
This table relates the horse’s lifetime wins a 6.5f.  Obviously the zero column is heavy with many horses 
that have never raced this distance before.  Those runners that have been able to win at least twice at 6.5f 
appear to have some advantage.  The ROI from the 4 or more category is probably reflective of the small 
sample size combined with the fact that these multiple winners are over bet.  So now we have at least 
some evidence that success at the distance does produce some positive results.    
 
Table 3 details the results of a simple point formula I devised for rating any entrant’s record at the dis -
tance .  The formula is an attempt to scale all horses together regardless of their distance experience or 
actual record.  If win% or in-the-money% or earnings-per-start are utilized to compare record at the dis -
tance  we have automatic problems associated with limited or no experience.  And what of the common 
listing of a lightly raced thoroughbred with a record of: 01 1-0-0.  The horse is 100% for the lifetime and 
how do we deal with it compared to those with greater experience, but a smaller win%. 
 
This distance formula simply adds up the lifetime record.  No division is necessary. 

Wins =          5pts each 
Place =         3pts each 
Show =          1pt  each 
Out of money = -2pts.each 

 

The Out of Money is computed by adding the Win+Place+Show and subtracting from the total starts. 
 
Example -à  SeaShore has a record at 6f: 09 1-1-1   ( thus out of the money 6 times) 
 
5 + 3 + 1 + -12 = -3 rating.  ( –12 was derived by multiplying –2 x 6 from out of the money finishes) 
 
This formula takes care of the problem of performance vs. experience without having to divide or com-
pare percentages.  A horse that is 01 1-0-0 at the distance will get a rating of +5 points.  Is this good, bad 
or average?  The point formula was devised so that zero is completely neutral and normal for the average 
thoroughbred – neither good or bad.  Values above +10 reflect greater experience and solid performance.  
Negative values reflect failure or lack of consistency.  A value of +5 is fair and promising - the jury is still 
out.  A value of –5 is not terrible and a win today would zero it out.  Horses with long experience and 
winning records will have scores of 30 and higher – reflective of excellent careers.  Below is a chart 
which describes what various points from the formula mean.  Page 9 has Table 3 for the 6.5f dirt distance 
formula point values.  
 
 0            Neutral, average, no starts at the distance. 
-4 to +4      Normal range 
-5 to –10     Slightly negative 
-11 or worse  Moderate to very negative performances 
+5 to +10     Slightly positive 
+11 to +99    Very positive, higher values indicate greater experience 

   with positive performance at the distance. 
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The Record at the Distance …6.5 Dirt 
 

Table 3 
6.5  furlong races / Distance Formula Points  /  Points = Computed Distance Formula 
 
Points      %Entrants       Race Win%        I.V.          ROI 
 

-5 or worse      3%             1%           0.33         0.39 
-4 to –1        10%             8%           0.80         0.72 
 0              25%            22%           0.88         0.86 
+1 to +4        29%            27%           0.93         0.80 
+5 to +9        15%            18%           1.06         0.73 
+10 to +19      12%            15%           1.25         1.13 
+20 or more      6%             8%           1.33         0.80 

 
The results of using this formula at 6.5f are not particularly promising.  Although the low-end negative 
horses have very bad results, there are not that many of them.  The formula looks in need of adjustment as 
it is tilted too far to the positive side.  A higher negative number for the out-of-the-money finishes might 
make a difference.  My original design was to create a formula that balanced average field size and ex-
pected average statistical performance, obviously I miscalculated.  But this is only one distance.  I’ll post 
two other test distances below for your perusal and write additional comments after the test tables. 
 

Interested in testing this type of information?  This distance formula and several other new ones 

that may hold promise are going to be placed in a new export program for Access data testers.  

The new application is titled XFACTORS.EXE.  It should be available within days of reading this 

and I am including about a dozen new ideas.  This export will be small and contain only data 

items that are experimental and not yet used in any programs.  Most, and maybe all them will 

fail to replace anything now used in HTR – they are theories of mine put into practice – just like 

the distance formula above and there are no guarantees of success.  I would be happy if we find 

just one winning idea out of every 100 tested.  If any of these new items are superior to the for-

mulas now used currently, they will be added to the HTR program upgrade this winter.  I’ll keep 

everyone posted about what is new in this newsletter and please scroll the HTR message board 

regularly for up-to-the-minute member chat about HTR stats and the latest buzz on what is 

working in computer handicapping.  Thanks to those who share their analysis and opinions on 

the message board at  www.homebased2.com/km        
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The Record at the Distance …7-Furlongs Dirt 

7f 
Table 1 
7  furlong races / Starts at the Distance  /  Starts = Lifetime starts at 7.0-furlongs dirt only 
 

Starts        %Entrants         Race Win%         I.V.           ROI 
 

0               22%            19%           0.86         0.82 
1               19%            23%           1.21         0.98 
2 or 3          25%            26%           1.04         0.80 
4 or 5          14%            14%           1.00         0.63 
6 or more       20%            19%           0.95         0.74 

 
 

Table 2 
7  furlong races / Wins at the Distance  /  Wins = Lifetime wins at 7.0-furlongs dirt  
 

Wins          %Entrants         Race Win%         I.V.           ROI 
 

0               61%            56%           0.92         0.82 
1               24%            27%           1.13         0.83 
2 or 3          12%            15%           1.25         0.68 
4 or more        2%             3%           1.67         1.19 

 
 

Table 3 
7  furlong races / Distance Formula Points  /  Points = Computed Distance Formula 
 
Points      %Entrants       Race Win%        I.V.          ROI 
 

-5 or worse      4%             1%           0.25         0.71 
-4 to –1         9%             6%           0.67         0.91 
 0              24%            22%           0.92         0.79 
+1 to +4        28%            29%           1.04         0.86 
+5 to +9        16%            20%           1.25         0.86 
+10 to +19      13%            13%           1.00         0.61 
+20 or more      6%             9%           1.50         0.80 

 
 
Analysis :  Seven furlongs would seem to be the ultimate specialist distance on dirt.  The tests reveal 
similar mixed signals as with the 6.5f results – that is to say - disappointing.  Only those on the extreme 
ends of the scale seem to pull the kind of numbers I expected.  Additional tests of route distances proved 
even less interesting and the data is often difficult to accept.  For example - when testing 1-mile dirt race,  
AQU, BEL, CD and AP run their dirt miles around 1 turn.  Should those be combined with two turn mile 
tracks?  They are mixed into the record at the distance and there is no way to separate them.  Also there 
is very limited data at 9.0 furlongs and beyond so tests are entirely inconclusive. 
 
Page 11 discusses the grass situation. 
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The Record at the Distance …1-Mile Grass 

8f turf 
Table 1 
8Turf  furlong races / Starts at the Distance  /  Starts = Lifetime starts at  8-furlongs turf only 
 

Starts        %Entrants         Race Win%         I.V.           ROI 
 

0               23%            18%           0.78         0.63 
1               18%            16%           0.89         0.65 
2 or 3          26%            32%           1.23         0.99 
4 or 5          15%            12%           0.80         0.66 
6 or more       18%            22%           1.22         0.91 

 
 

Table 2 
8f turf  furlong races / Wins at the Distance  /  Wins = Lifetime wins at 8.0-furlongs turf  
 

Wins          %Entrants         Race Win%         I.V.           ROI 
 

0               62%            54%           0.87         0.72 
1               23%            28%           1.22         0.85 
2 or 3          12%            14%           1.17         1.10 
4 or more        3%             5%           1.67         0.82 

 
 

Table 3 
8f turf furlong races / Distance Formula Points   /  Points = Computed Distance Formula 
 
Points      %Entrants       Race Win%        I.V.          ROI 
 

-5 or worse      2%             1%           0.50         0.68 
-4 to –1         8%             8%           1.00         0.84 
 0              25%            20%           0.80         0.63 
+1 to +4        30%            25%           0.83         0.80 
+5 to +9        15%            19%           1.27         0.86 
+10 to +19      13%            15%           1.15         0.76 
+20 or more      7%            12%           1.71         1.18 
 
Analysis : I also tested 8.5f turf and 9.0f turf, and the results were mixed and similar.  At the extreme ends 
of the point scale the data make sense.  But the overwhelming majority of horses are somewhere in-be-
tween and the statistics do not provide definitive evidence for the usefulness of this information. 
 
Conclusions: Conventional wisdom seems to speak volumes about the how important the re-
cord at the distance is to our handicapping.  Media pundits, handicapping experts and authors 
use terms such as - horses for courses – loves the distance – a specialist – to describe what I at-
tempted to quantify in this report.  I’m sure there is logic to these endorsements, but I cannot 
prove to you that the using the record at the distance will help you make money, or even pick 
more winners.  Part of the problem may be taking the distance record out of context – much bet-
ter results are possible if the information is applied to contenders only – or is that conventional 
wisdom too?  After all, aren’t those with multiple wins or good records at today’s distance auto-
matic contenders anyway?   Me stumped on this one – I invite your feedback. 
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Late News 
 

New Phone Number for HTR Business and Tech Support. 
My wife has decided it is time for me to join the 21st Century.  She bought me a combi-
nation: wireless digital phone/pager/voice-mail/Internet/email – and with an easy to 
remember number for HTR.  I will cancel the old business phone soon and leave a for-
warding message. You may immediately call: 714-366-1HTR to contact me or leave a 
message (24 hr).  That number without the letters is: 714-366-1487.  Thanks for mak-
ing a note of it.  All other contact information remains the same as listed below.   
 

Thanks for staying with HTR throughout 2000 and we sincerely hope 2001 is a winner 
for you.        

 

 
HTR is a service of – 
 

KM Software 
PMB 315 
5024 Katella Ave 
Los Alamitos, CA  90720 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 
Fax:  714-693-3399 
Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 
Free HTR website (software updates):  www.homebased2.com/km 

 
HTR Monthly Report is an on-line newsletter and is normally completed at the end of each month, then 
placed on the HTR member (download) web site.  This is not a free publication.  Monthly members of 
HTR can view the newsletter for no charge on-line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  If you are not 
an HTR download customer, or prefer a printed version mailed to you, a newsletter subscription is avail-
able for a $79/year.  Comments and suggestions are always welcome. 
 
Products and services from KM Software 
 
HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo includes the on-line edition of the newsletter. 
HTR Monthly Report newsletter:  $79 for a one year subscription mailed 1st class. 
HTR Software  FREE, requires download subscription for use. 
 Download the latest copy of HTR software from our web site. 
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